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Abstract
Many applications, such as laser diode technology, utilize components (eg. resistors) which
have performance characteristics heavily dependent on temperature, and therefore, main-
taining constant temperature is essential in order to eliminate drift in device efficiency.
Constant temperature controllers, however, can often be complicated and only stay within
a certain range of a set temperature. If temperature needs to be maintained, this thesis
suggests a model instead to use ice as an isothermal heat sink. The model proposes to make
use of thermodynamics and stabilize an isothermal solid-liquid interface created during ice
formation, which will lead to having an isothermal free surface in the liquid phase. The
model was validated using a Peltier device to freeze water by applying a constant DC cur-
rent, and because the inefficiency of the module decreases with decreasing temperature, the
heat dissipating power of the thermoelectric eventually equalizes with the ambient losses,
stabilizing a solid-liquid interface. This stabilized interface was able to be maintained in
experiments using deionized (DI) water, DI water with polystyrene (PS) micro-beads, and
DI water with Pseudomonas syringae, a gram-negative bacteria.
Pseudomonas syringae is known as an ice-nucleating agent that can reduce the amount
of supercooling needed to nucleate ice. Experiments using the bacteria were observed to
stabilize a solid-liquid interface faster than the control experiments, and this phenomenon
was modeled as a two-fold reason: (1) by increasing nucleation temperature using the bac-
teria, a reduced input Peltier power is needed to nucleate ice, thereby making the Peltier
device reach the steady-state heat losses faster; and (2) a possible decreased enthalpy of
fusion caused by the bacteria leads to less latent heat released during the freezing process,
putting less heat load on the Peltier device and allowing it to reach steady-state faster. This
prediction regarding decreased enthalpy of fusion was validated using a heat flux sensor, as
the preliminary results for a mixture of DI water with bacteria yielded an enthalpy of fusion
of (199.1±20.2) kJ/kg, whereas the values for DI water and DI water with PS beads were
(345.1±15.6) kJ/kg and (328.3±31.2) kJ/kg respectively.
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Title: Esther and Harold E. Edgerton Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Ice Nucleation
Although liquids and solids exist in equilibrium at the melting piont, freezing is not initi-
ated at this temperature. The phase transition is actually initiated by a process called ice
nucleation, which occurs when the probability of atoms arranging themselves on a crystal
lattice is high enough to form an ice crystal from liquid. In the presence of homogeneous ice
nucleation, where the water is pure and the freezing surface is free of nucleation sites, ice
nucleation temperatures can be as low as -40 'C [5]. However it is more common that the
freezing surface contains nucleation sites, such as defects, or that an ice crystal is already
present in the water. These conditions assist in ice nucleation, and the process is thus called
heterogeneous ice nucleation.
During both homogeneous and heterogeneous ice nucleation, a significant amount of su-
percooling is needed in the formation of an ice nucleus, after which, the temperature only
needs to be kept at the melting piont to maintain ice formation. If the nucleation temper-
ature were to be increased, the amount of supercooling would be decreased proportionally,
thereby decreasing the energy costs needed to freeze water.
1.2 Pseudomonas syringae
Certain strains of gram-negative bacteria, such as Pseudomonas syringae, are known to nu-
cleate ice at higher temperatures than normal, where the most active strains of Pseudomonas
syringae are able to nucleate ice at temperatures as high as -1.8 'C, with concentrations as
low as 106 /ml [9]. Pseudomonas syringae is commonly found on the surfaces of plants that
are most susceptible to plant frost, which is attributed to the bacteria's high nucleation
temperature. This high nucleation temperature is induced by the ice nucleation proteins in
the bacteria, which form a structure with a planar array of hydrogen binding groups that
closely resembles an ice crystal face. It should be noted that not all cells in a population of
Pseudomonas syringae contains an ice nucleus, and the ones that do do not have the same
nucleation temperature; in fact, the cells which have the warmest nucleation temperature
are the rarest in a given population [7]. Although the bacteria have a profound effect on ice
nucleation temperature, the melting piont of water has been found to remain the same with
or without the bacteria [4]. All of this suggests that Pseudomonas syringae can be used to
save energy in freezing water by reducing the amount of supercooling needed to nucleate ice.
1.3 Applications
Since the discovery of Pseudomonas syringae as an ice nucleating agent in 1974, many people
have suggested the energy-saving implications of using the bacteria. This thesis presents a
two-fold application, in which first an application for freezing is introduced, where the idea
is to use ice as an isothermal heat sink. If a solid-liquid interface in equilibrium at the
melting piont can be maintained without moving, the temperature at the free surface of
the liquid should be isothermal because steady-state conditions lead to pure conduction
from the interface to the free surface. This isothermal model is presented in detail in Sec.
2.2. The second part of this thesis shows how the isothermal heat sink application is more
energy-efficient with the bacteria.
One possible application of the isothermal heat sink model is in the use of laser diodes
(shown in Fig. 1-1), where the efficiency of the laser's components is heavily dependent on
temperature. It is thus crucial to maintain a constant temperature in order to maintain the
efficacy of the laser.
1.4 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, a theoretical model is presented, in which the formation and stabilization
of an ice column is used as a constant temperature heat sink. The use of Pseudomonas
syringae is proposed as an energy-saving agent in this application. The chapter also details
Constant
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Figure 1-1: A possible application of the isothermal heat sink model, where a laser diode
emitting a constant heat flux is kept at a constant temperature using a Peltier device, which
will be described in further detail in Chapter 2.
homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation theory, and proposes possible reasons as to why
the bacteria decreases the amount of supercooling needed to nucleate ice. Chapter 3 presents
the experimental setups and methods used to carry out measurement and calculations for
heat flux, temperature, solid-liquid interface displacement, and enthalpy of fusion. Chapter
4 shows the results from these measurements and calculations, in addition to giving possible
reasons for both expected and unexpected results. Finally, concluding remarks regarding
improvements and proposals for future work are presented in the Chapter 5.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Model
In order to maintain a constant temperature surface, it is proposed to make use of a solid-
liquid interface in equilibrium at the melting temperature. If equilibrium is reached, the
temperature of the liquid free surface should also be a stable temperature based on constant
conduction. The following model and equations are based on this idea of maintaining a
constant temperature at the liquid free surface. In order to accomplish this, a setup is used
in which a cuvette of water is placed vertically, and the bottom side is cooled with a Peltier
device, causing ice formation to propagate upwards. A general schematic of the model can
be found in Fig. 2-1 and details of the cuvette setup can be found in Sec. 3.1.
2.1 Phase Change Heat Transfer
2.1.1 Governing Equations
The governing heat transfer equations for solid-liquid phase change is the 1-D heat diffusion
equation without heat generation for both the liquid, Eq. (2.1), and solid phase, Eq. (2.2):
Tf 2 Tf (2.1)
and
ofs , (2.2)
at ax 2 '
Oloss iloss
x
Cout Constant Slopes 
0
out
Approximation
(a) Solid-liquid interface moving (b) Solid-liquid interface stabilized.
Figure 2-1: Schematic of one-dimensional freezing process at an instance in time. (a) shows
approximation of constant temperature gradient in each phase during freezing process, and
(b) shows exact temperature gradients, as a result of achieving steady-state, that are based
on the ratio of the thermal conductivities of each phase, shown in Eq. (2.8).
where the subscript f denotes the liquid phase, the subscript s denotes the solid phase, T is
temperature, t is time, a is thermal diffusivity, and x is the height from the base. In the case
of a vertical cuvette and Peltier cooling on the bottom side, the four boundary conditions
used to solve Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are:
1. A inhomogeneous boundary condition of the second kind (Neumann boundary condi-
tion), where a heat flux varies with time (which is explained in further detail in Sec.
2.2.1) at the Peltier device surface:
0T8
x=0 (2.3)
2. The temperature at the liquid-solid interface, 6, in the solid regime is the melting
point, Tm:
(2.4)
3. Likewise in the liquid regime, the boundary condition at the liquid-solid interface is:
Tf(6,t) = Tm.
0
XLi
= gou t) M
TS(, 0) = Tm.
(2.5)
4. Another inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition, where the top of the cuvette,
x = H, has some heat loss with the environment:
k T = Ios. (2.6)
0Xx=H
Boundary conditions (2.4) and (2.5) present phase change by introducing the isothermal
liquid-solid interface. In order to use these boundary conditions to solve the heat diffusion
equations, 6(t) must be known. An energy balance at the solid-liquid interface is used to
characterize freezing and subsequently 6(t). By using a control volume around the liquid-
solid interface (see Fig. 2-1(a)), the heat conducting out of the interface across the solid
regime and the heat conducting into the interface across the liquid regime must balance the
latent heat of fusion, rhhsf, that is released during the freezing process [11]:
k 8  OT5 1 do(t)(27ks a* - k5-Of - -( hs) = phs; ,6t (2.7)Ox ax Ac dt
where Ac is the cross-sectional area of the cuvette, rh is mass flow, hsf is the enthalpy of
fusion, p is density, and d) is the velocity for the liquid-solid interface.
2.2 Isothermal Interface Model
In order to stabilize a solid-liquid interface, Eq. 2.7 shows that,
kO = kf Ox (2.8)ax J x
for d(t) = 0. If this is the case, the model simplifies to a pure steady-state conductiondt
problem, Fig. 2-1(b). This shows that to achieve steady-state behavior, the goal is to
achieve
dout(t c 00) = 1088 (2.9)
By using a Peltier device this heat balance condition would ideally occur, shown in Sec.
2.2.1.
The purpose of stabilizing a solid-liquid interface is to achieve a constant temperature at
the liquid free surface, x = H, and this occurs because steady-state conditions are reached
by meeting criterion set by Eq. (2.9). The one caveat to this criterion is that 410,, must
remain constant, which in this case is a valid approximation since the environment acts as
a constant temperature reservoir and T(x = H) is not expected to vary drastically with a
cuvette that has a large height to cross-sectional area aspect ratio.
2.2.1 Thermoelectric Devices and Peltier Effect
The Peltier effect is based upon the principle that passing current through two different semi-
conductors causes heat to be either absorbed or emitted at the junction of the materials.
Thermoelectric modules are produced based on this principle, and the two dissimilar con-
ductors are n-type and p-type semiconductor (commonly bismuth telluride) pellets. These
conductors are connected electrically in series, but are sandwiched between two metalized
ceramic substrates to make them in parallel thermally when a current is passed through.
When a DC voltage is applied, charge carriers absorb heat from one substrate to the other,
making one side cooler than the other [1]. The side which emits heat must have a radiator
(or heat sink) in order to remove the pumped heat, otherwise both sides of the module will
become hot. Thermoelectric devices can also work in reverse, where if a temperature differ-
ence is maintained between the two substrates, an electrical current is produced (Seebeck
effect). In this study, however, the thermoelectric module will be used for pumping heat,
and for this purpose, the module is appropriately called a Peltier device.
Even though Peltier devices present a solid-state alternative to common refrigeration
cycles, a major disadvantage is their inefficiency. Due to material properties, the heat
pumping capability of a Peltier device drastically decreases as a function of the temperature
difference between the substrates, despite maintaining the same current and voltage. Fig.
2-2 shows performance curves for the Peltier device used, and the efficiency of the module as
a function of temperature difference between the substrates is apparent. The Peltier device
used in this case is one made by V-Infinity (model CP60333), and its thermoelectric material
is bismuth telluride.
Although the inefficiency of Peltier devices with temperature difference currently inhibit
their widespread use, this characteristic behavior is exactly what is needed to achieve the
criteria set in Eq. (2.9) for steady-state heat flow. At the beginning of the experiment with a
set current (see lower curves of Fig. 2-2), the heat load on the thermoelectric is high from the
liquid cuvette, thus allowing only a small temperature difference between the device surfaces.
As the liquid cuvette is cooled with the same set current, the heat load to the thermoelectric
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Figure 2-2: Performance curves for the Peltier device used, where Th 270C [1].
is decreased, allowing the temperature difference in the module to increase (the colder side
decreases in temperature), thus following the constant current curves downward. If the
heat load reaches zero, the temperature difference reaches a maximum, however this is not
possible, as the heat load must be at the minimum steady-state value, 4ios,. It is thus
proposed that for any given current (and power) input to a Peltier device for the liquid
cuvette system, a solid-liquid interface will stabilize since the inefficiency of Peltier devices
allow for the heat pumping power to eventually balance with the heat losses, 10s, outside
the system.
2.3 Nucleation Theory
As mentioned in Sec. 1.1, nucleation due to subcooling is needed to initiate ice formation.
In homogeneous nucleation, a crystal in the bulk liquid initiates ice nucleation without
contribution from other nucleation sites. In order for homogeneous nucleation to occur, the
decrease in Gibbs free energy of the crystal must balance the work required to keep initial
crystal bonds from melting back to the liquid phase (an interface energy term) plus the
change in Gibbs free energy for a liquid to solid phase change; this argument is represented
in the following expression, assuming the ice nucleus is a sphere of radius r [10]:
AGhono = 47rr2 a + 4 rr 3Agsf, (2.10)3
where o is the specific solid-liquid interface energy and Agsf is the Gibbs free energy differ-
ence (per unit volume) between the liquid and solid phases. There is an activation energy
(maximum energy) associated with Eq. (2.10) at the point where d "" = 0, where the
critical radius is
2ar* = -(2.11)
Agsf
and
AG~omo 167r0sAG(Ag = 2 , (2.12)A~homo 3 (,Agsf)2
because before this point, additional energy is required to form a larger crystal structure
(dAG homo > 0. It is important to note that Agsf is dependent on the subcooled temper-
ature, Tusb, and that for any given temperature, there is a r* that is independent of both
activation energy and contact angle. For the most part, r* increases with decreased Tsb, as
the relationship for Agsf is given as [3]:
Agf - Cyf Tsub I(Tsub + TM (2.13)1.8 x 10-5 Ll)Tm Tsu(
where cp,f is the specific heat capacity of water.
The theory presented above is for homogeneous nucleation, however, most situations
including this experiment, deal with heterogeneous nucleation. In heterogeneous nucleation,
nucleation sites outside the bulk fluid contribute to nucleation by making the activation
energy lower (less subcooling is needed). The contact angle, 0, that the liquid makes with
its container is used as an indicator for whether homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation
occurs. If the contact angle is less than 900, the container is said to be hydrophilic and has
a significant contribution to nucleation, therefore making the nucleation process heteroge-
neous. On the other hand, if the contact angle is more than 90*, the container has less of
a contribution to nucleation, making the nucleation process homogeneous. The container
used in the experimental apparatus, a polycarbonate cuvette, was tested to have a contact
angle with water of (78.5 ± 1.9)' using the four walls as a sample size (see Fig. 2-3). Since
0 < 900, polycarbonate is hydrophilic, and heterogeneous nucleation occurs.
Figure 2-3: Example contact angle measurement of DI Water droplet on polycarbonate.
Figure 2-4: Ice embryo forming on a nucleating particle [5, 61.
In heterogeneous nucleation contact the angle is taken into account by multiplying Eq.
(2.10) by a shape factor [10],
1
s(9) =- (2 + cos 6) (1 - cos 9)2 , (2.14)
and the Gibbs free energy of heterogeneous nucleation becomes:
AGhet,flat = (47rr20 + -rr Agf 1 (2- + cos 0) (1
3 )/ (~4
The critical radius remains the same, however, the activation energy is less and is scaled by
the shape factor:
AGhet,flat 162ro 3
3(AgSf) 2 (4
(2+ cos) (1- cos)2 )
For the case of heterogeneous nucleation in the presence of spherical particulates in the
COS 0)2 ) (2.15)
(2.16)
liquid (see Fig. 2-4), the shape factor changes and the formula for AGhet is given in Ref.
[5] as:
47rur 2
AG*het,sphere = 3_2 f(m, X), (2.17)
where
f(m, X) 1+ + Mx) X3 2 ( + (X 9 M)31 + 3mX2 (x -
(2.18)
= , (2.19)
r*I
m = cos, (2.20)
and
g = (1 + X2 - 2mx) . (2.21)
R in this case is the radius of the particulate that acts as a nucleation site and 0 is the angle
at which the ice embryo forms on the particulate, as shown in Fig. (2-4). The effective
contact angle can predicted based on Young's equation:
7part,ice + 'Yice,liq cos(0) = 7part,liq, (2.22)
where Ypart,ice is the surface energy between the particulate and ice, Yice,liq is the surface
energy between ice and liquid water, and 7part,liq is the surface energy between the particulate
and liquid water.
In theory, the bacteria should show a greater nucleation temperature (less supercooling)
in comparison to non-promoting particles of the same size because proteins on the bacteria
act as an ice embryo, decreasing the effective contact angle between the embryo and the
nucleating particle (which in theory could be 0). By decreasing the contact angle, the values
of Eqs. (2.18), (2.20), and (2.21) also decrease, lowering the activation energy, AGhet,sphere
for nucleation shown in Eq. (2.17). Because of this lower energy barrier, water with bacteria
is more likely to nucleate for any given temperature.
2.4 Change in Enthalpy of Fusion
The effect of Pseudomonas syringae on increased ice nucleation temperature is well-known,
however, its effect on other thermodynamic properties have been less-studied. One such
property is the enthalpy of fusion, which characterizes the amount of energy needed to
solidify a substance (also known as the amount of energy released during the exothermic
freezing process).
2.4.1 Calculation of Enthalpy of Fusion
The enthalpy of fusion can be approximately determined by measuring the heat flux at the
bottom surface, x = 0. The heat flux of the solid at the interface can be approximated as
the heat flux at the bottom surface,
ks -- ~ k , (2.23)
Ox x=0 x=6
if for every instant in time the heat conduction through each solid respectively is treated as
constant. The heat flux at the bottom surface can be measured using a heat flux sensor,
4meas, leading to an enthalpy of fusion that is then just simply,
het = .c 4meas - k x } (2.24)
The method for determining the conduction term for the liquid phase at the solid-liquid
interface, kfaxj_6 , is discussed in Sec. (4.4), as the method requires interpretation of the
experimental results.
2.4.2 Mixing Theory
In order to examine the enthalpy of fusion of bacteria in water, it is important to establish
a background in mixing, since latent heat is known to vary based on mixtures. If a mixture
of a known mass fraction of particulates, fpart, were put into water, the mass fraction of
water follows as:
fH 2 0= 1 - fpart. (2.25)
From Ref. [8], it is established that the enthalpy of fusion of water and the particulates
follows respectively as:
hsf,H2 0 = hsf,meas (2.26)fH20
and
hsf,part =hf,meas (2.27)
fpart
where hsf,meas is the enthalpy of fusion measured for a mixture of water and particulates.
It will be important later on to examine whether any effects on the enthalpy of fusion due
to bacteria is an artifact of mixing or is metabolically inherent to the bacteria.
2.5 Summary and Application of Bacteria
Since the main objective of the isothermal interface model is to stabilize the solid-liquid
interface, the use of the bacteria should make this process more efficient by decreasing the
time needed to maintain the interface. The two properties which the bacteria could alter,
nucleation temperature and enthalpy of fusion, would significantly decrease the interface
stabilization time. Increasing nucleation temperature decreases the time to initialize the
freezing process, whereas altering enthalpy of fusion changes the heat load to the Peltier
device, since freezing is an exothermic process. If the initial heat load from freezing to the
Peltier device is decreased with bacteria in water, the process starts lower on the constant-
current curves in Fig. 2-2, and should therefore reach the steady-state value of qIOSS faster
than a sample without the bacteria.
Chapter 3
Experimental Methods
3.1 Cuvette Setup
In order to create a contained environment for the fluid samples, a cuvette was constructed
out of polycarbonate square stock and was attached to a silicon substrate using Arctic
Alumina Thermal Adhesive. Polycarbonate was chosen to limit heat losses because of the
material's low thermal conductivity (0.19 W/m 2 -K). The transparency of the material was
also crucial in order to image the propagation of the solid-liquid interface. The choice of a
silicon substrate was due to the material's low surface roughness, which limits the presence of
nucleation sites. This allows for controlled experimentation, as nucleation is a probabilistic
process; therefore, limiting the amount of variables will allow for closer examination of
bacteria contributions in the freezing process. This cuvette setup is placed on top of a
Peltier device with a heat flux sensor placed in between (see Figs. 3-3 and 3-4, please note
that thermal grease is also used between these devices to reduce contact resistance). As
the Peltier device is cooled, 16 thermocouples embedded into the walls along the length of
the cuvette record the temperature over time. The thermocouples were placed into holes
drilled up to, but not penetrating, the cuvette's inner surface using the thermal adhesive.
All dimensions for the cuvette and thermocouple placements are shown in Fig. 3-1.
The section of thermocouples were designed so that the solid-liquid interface could reach
steady-state in the middle of the cuvette. The concentrated placement of thermocouples
in the mid-section allows for more precise measurement and calculation of the interface
temperature.
-4b
Figure 3-1: Drawing of the polycarbonate cuvette with thermocouple placement holes (all
dimensions in mm).
3.2 Experimental Setup and Apparatus
Figs. 3-3 and 3-4 show the apparatus which the cuvette was placed onto in order to freeze
liquid. During the freezing process temperature, heat flux, and solid-liquid interface data
were all extracted from the cuvette using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 3-2.
3.3 Measurement and Calculation Techniques
Experiments were performed on three different fluidic samples: Deionized (DI) water, DI
water with polystyrene (PS) beads, and DI water with the Pseudomonas syringae. The DI
water and DI water with PS beads samples are used as control specimens in contrast to
experiments performed with Pseudomonas syringae. The PS beads are used to replicate the
approximate size of the bacteria. Running a control test with PS beads will ensure that
any enhanced heat transfer activity added by the bacteria is due to its protein structure or
metabolic activity, rather than its overall cell size. Information regarding the PS beads and
the bacteria can be found in Table 3.2.
W~ For detailed side view, see Fig. 3-3
Light Diffuser NOT TO SCALE
Figure 3-2: Top view of entire experimental setup, where numbers refer to Table 3.1 (not to
scale).
NOT TO SCALE
Figure 3-3: Schematic side view of freezing apparatus (boxed in Fig. 3-2), where numbers
refer to Table 3.1 (not to scale). An image of the actual apparatus is shown in Fig. .3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Image of freezing apparatus, where numbers refer to Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: List of devices used for experiment shown in Fig. 3-2 and Fig. 3-3.
# Device Type/Material Purpose
1 Computer Dell PC Records data and controls camera
2 DC Power Supply Agilent E632A Powers Peltier device
3 Camera Canon 70D Captures interface movement
4 Temp. Monitor Stanford Research Monitors temperature from thermocouples
5 Digital Multimeter Keithley 2000 Measures voltage from heat flux sensor
6 Light Diffuser Leica KL2500 Provides back lighting for camera shot
7 Thermocouple Omega T-Type Temperature sensor
Water Pump Line
X,Y,Z Positioner
Heat Flux Sensor
Teflon Cover
Cuvette
Peltier Device
Cooling Block
Silicon Substrate
Silicon Cover
Mounting Table
Connecting Rod
Line Tool Co.
Omega HFS-4
Teflon
Polycarbonate
V-Infinity CP60333
Koolance CPU-340
Silicon
Silicon
6061-T6 Aluminum
6061-T6 Aluminum
Pumps water in and out of cooling block
Allows for sealing of cuvette top
Measures heat flux at bottom surface
Caps and insulates top of cuvette
Holds bulk liquid (details in Fig. 3-1)
Cools cuvette bottom
Heat sink for Peltier device
Smooth bottom cuvette surface
Smooth top cuvette cover
Mounting for components in Fig. 3-3
Interfaces X,Y,Z positioner and cuvette
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
............ ........ ..... . ... . I..    
........ . ... 
.. WNM
Table 3.2: Details regarding the particulates used during experimentation.
Particulate Particulate Size Concentration Source
(by Volume)
Polystyrene Beads 1 pm diameter 2/1000 Duke Scientific Corp.
Pseudomonas syringae 1 pm diameter, 2/1000 Lindow Laboratory,
2-8 vm long [21 UC Berkeley
3.3.1 Temperature
As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the cuvette was set up with thermocouples embedded into the
walls to measure the temperature along the height. The thermocouples were interfaced with
LabView through a Stanford thermocouple monitor, which measured temperatures in a relay.
The sweep time for 16 thermocouples for the monitor is approximately 10.5 seconds, and
because the models mentioned in Chapter 2 calls for steady-state behavior, the delay was
negligible. In addition to measuring temperatures along the length of the cuvette, the base
temperature was measured with an embedded thermocouple in the heat flux sensor. Four
thermocouples (the bottom and top two in the middle concentrated section) were taken out
of the measurement due to problems with the signal, and as a result 13 total temperature
readings were taken at a rate of 10.5 seconds per sweep.
3.3.2 Heat Flux
The heat flux through the cuvette base was measured using a heat flux sensor interfaced
with LabView through a Keithley 2000 digital multimeter. The signal from the heat flux
sensor is in voltage, and the factory calibration factor is 0.49 W/m 2 -pV.
3.3.3 Interface Displacement and Velocity
The solid-liquid interface height was measured over time as a way to calculate the velocity
of the interface. A camera was used to image the interface at a rate of 0.2 fps, and images
were subsequently analyzed using MATLAB. A script (see App. A) was written to extract
the pixel height of the interface in each image, and that height was calibrated against known
feature sizes to get units of mm. The interface height vs. time curves were then fitted to
calculate the velocity profiles (first derivative of fit).
3.4 Summary
For each different sample: DI water, DI water with PS beads, and DI water with bacteria,
the power from the power supply was varied to include multiple freezing curves at different
Peltier device input currents, as well as one curve just below the freezing threshold. This
lone curve will later be used to determine the enthalpy of fusion, and its input power to
the Peltier device is determined empirically, as nucleation is a probabilistic process that is
difficult to determine with the many interfaces in the system that can allow for heterogeneous
nucleation.
Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the cuvette will be cooled using a Peltier device, and during
this process three properties will be measured over time: (1) the heat flux at the bottom
surface (Sec. 4.1), (2) the temperature along the height of the cuvette (Sec. 4.2), and (3)
the height of the solid-liquid interface (Sec. 4.3). These experiments were performed with
all three specimens, and from the results, the enthalpy of fusion is also determined (4.4).
4.1 Heat Flux Measurements
Heat flux was measured with respect to time at the bottom surface of the cuvette setup,
and the results are shown in Figs. 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3. Each figure shows a plot for the entire
time period, which is accompanied by a plot with one-tenth the period in order to magnify
the sharp peaks, which is special behavior that will soon be discussed. All curves except the
lowest power case in each plot (10 W for DI water, as well as DI water with PS beads, and
7 W for DI water with bacteria) were from experiments in which the liquid froze.
When comparing the results from experiments which froze with ones that did not, one
difference is the sharp peaks that are apparent in the freezing experiments. These peaks
match closely with the onset of nucleation, giving rise to a quantifiable method to precisely
match the nucleation temperature with a time stamp. As expected the nucleation peaks
occur sooner with a higher input power, as nucleation is most probable to happen with a
lower temperature (higher supercooling). There are some discrepancies in this trend, such as
between the 14 W and 20 W curves for the DI water experiment, however these discrepancies
are less than five seconds apart, and could be attributed to delay from the time turning on the
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Figure 4-1: Heat flux curves of DI water subjected to Peltier cooling at various input powers
over (a) entire experimental time and (b) one-tenth of experimental time to show nucleation
peak details.
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Figure 4-2: Heat flux curves of DI water with PS Beads subjected to Peltier cooling at
various input powers over (a) entire experimental time and (b) one-tenth of experimental
time to show nucleation peak details.
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Figure 4-3: Heat flux curves of DI water with Pseudomonas syringae subjected to Peltier
cooling at various input powers over (a) entire experimental time and (b) one-tenth of
experimental time to show nucleation peak details.
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Figure 4-4: Plot of heat flux difference of nucleation peaks (shown in Figs.
4-3) vs. various input powers to the peltier device for all three specimens.
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power supply to the time beginning the heat flux data acquisition program. Also any small
perturbations to the experiment could cause a temporal change in the contact angle/shape
factor, accelerating the nucleation process. In regard to the peak heights (nucleation peak
data summarized in Fig. 4-4), the experiments with DI water and DI water with PS Beads
had nucleation peaks that were all greater than 2500 W/m2, whereas the peaks in the
bacteria experiment are significantly smaller (< 2000 W/m 2 ). This implies that the latent
heat released in the exothermic freezing process is smaller in the experiments with bacteria.
This will be addressed with more detail in the calculation of enthalpy of fusion in Sec. 4.4.
The heat flux difference in the nucleation peaks should be constant for all input powers,
since it is correlated with the enthalpy of fusion, which is a property that fluctuates little
with temperature. This is not the case, as the drift in values is most likely due to the digital
multimeter's inability to record heat flux data at smaller time intervals. The nucleation
process is almost an instant process, so capturing the heat flux difference in the peak with
precision and accuracy requires a multimeter that can sample at a higher rate.
During experiments with bacteria, the water was able to nucleate with just 11 W of
input power to the Peltier device, whereas the other experiments needed more power. This
nucleation at lower input powers is an artifact of the specimen's ability to nucleate at a
higher temperature.
4.2 Temperature Profile Measurements
The ice nucleation temperature was determined using the thermocouple embedded in the
heat flux sensor and the time, as mentioned in Sec. 4.1, is the corresponding times of the
nucleation peaks. Since temperature measurements are taken in 10.5 second relays, the
nucleation time was rounded to the nearest time sweep. The nucleation temperatures for
each experiment is shown in Table 4.1, where the error bounds are determined by the range
of temperatures in a given sweep.
Table 4.1: Ice-nucleation temperatures yielded in all experiments.
Specimen Nucleation Temperature (OC)
DI Water -6.7 i 0.3
DI Water with PS Beads -5.5 ± 0.4
DI Water with Pseudomonas syringae -1.1 ± 0.3
Temperature along the height of the cuvette was also measured, and the results are shown
(see Fig. 4-5). The plots for other experiments are very similar and therefore only one plot
is shown for each specimen, choosing one that has the same experimental parameters run
on all three specimens.
It is important to note that the temperatures measured from the thermocouples embed-
ded into the walls are not accurate representations of liquid's absolute temperature because
of the resistance between the thermocouple and fluid. Also, as seen in Fig. 4-6 there is sig-
nificant curvature in the solid-liquid interface especially for larger times, making it difficult
to identify the isothermal interface. Unfortunately this all implies that there is heat loss in
the sidewalls of the cuvette, where the bottom of the cuvette has greatest heat loss (and
error in temperature reading) since there is a larger temperature difference between the ice
and the ambient which acts as a temperature reservoir.
From Fig. 4-5 it is apparent that the one-dimensional heat transfer approximation is
not valid, as the steady-state (approximate) temperature profile does not show two distinct
slopes that scaled by a difference of kf. The heat being drawn out by the Peltier device
must be balancing other heat sources, such as through the sidewalls, besides the top qi088 .
Because of the heat loss through the cuvette's side walls, the base temperature from the
heat flux sensor was not included in Fig. 4-5 since the thermal resistance from the sensor to
the liquid is much less, and mixing temperature readings in this case would make the data
points inconsistent with each other.
In regard to the interface data in Fig. 4-5, the data should theoretically follow a vertical
line, as the solid-liquid interface temperature should be the melting temperature. The
figures show that this is not the case, and the interface temperature tends to increase with
time. This trend is expected based on the explanation regarding curvature of the interface.
Since curvature increases with time, the thermocouple that is at the same height of the
interface gets further away from the isotherm with time, making the interface temperature
measurements warmer over time as well.
4.3 Solid-Liquid Interface Measurements
Images, like those found in Fig. 4-6, were used to determine the solid-liquid interface height
and velocity with respect to time using the method described in Sec. 3.3.3; the results are
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Figure 4-5: Time progressive temperature vs. height curves for Peltier input power of approximately 15W, along with solid-liquid interface
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Figure 4-6: Time-lapse images of cuvette filled with DI Water with PS Beads during freezing
process at 32 W input power to Peltier device.
shown in Figs. 4-7, 4-8, and 4-9. Since experiments were not performed long enough to
reach the steady-state condition of zero velocity, and since there would be error in such a
measurement anyway, a quasi-steady condition will be defined as a velocity of 0.0025 mm/s.
The time taken to reach this quasi-steady velocity will be called the "time constant", and Fig.
4-10 shows the time constant for various powers in experiments with all three specimens.
As predicted, the solid-liquid interface slowed down with time, and in the case of the
experiments run at lower input powers, the interface reached steady-state. The higher the
input power, the longer it was found to reach steady-state, which can be predicted from Fig.
2-2. When referring to performance curves with higher current (effectively input power),
the Peltier device starts off at a higher dissipating power with greater input power, making
the process longer to reach the steady-state heat loss.
It was found that experiments using bacteria reached quasi-steady state fastest from
Fig. 4-10, indicating the bacteria must have allowed for a decreased heat load to reach
equilibrium faster down the thermoelectric performance curves in Fig. 2-2. The presence
of Pseudomonas syringae increases the nucleation temperature, allowing for nucleation to
occur faster, however, from the heat flux curves it is apparent that earlier nucleation actually
results in longer time to reach steady-state. This is because the heating rate is much less
(greater magnitude) at the beginning than at steady-state, so if nucleation is delayed, then
the heat flux before nucleation is closer to steady-state heat. The bacteria's contribution to
slowing down the interface faster must be attributed to the lower nucleation peaks. Because
the excess heat released is less in the bacteria experiment as compared the others, the heat
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Figure 4-7: Plots of (a) the solid-liquid interface height from the silicon substrate surface,
and (b) the corresponding velocity profiles, for experiments with DI water.
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Figure 4-8: Plots of (a) the solid-liquid interface height from the silicon substrate surface,
and (b) the corresponding velocity profiles, for experiments with PS beads in DI water.
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Figure 4-9: Plots of (a) the solid-liquid interface height from the silicon substrate surface,
and (b) the corresponding velocity profiles, for experiments with Pseudomonas syringae in
DI Water.
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load on the Peltier device is low and therefore starts lower on the Peltier performance curve
after nucleation, allowing the interface to reach steady-state quicker. It is predicted that the
enthalpy of fusion is related to the peak, therefore, it is likely that the enthalpy of fusion is
less than that of water; this is further explained in Sec. 4.4.
From Fig. 4-10, it is clear that experiments with bacteria reached quasi-steady state
fastest, as opposed to experiments with just DI water and DI water with PS beads. This
time constant should increase proportionally with input power, however there are some
anomalous points likely associated with measurement and data-fitting error. Even with
these anomalous results, the experiments with bacteria always have lower time constants. It
is important to note that the time constants for DI water and DI water with PS beads cannot
be quantified as lesser or greater with respect to each other. If nucleation temperature were
a dominant factor in time constant, then the time constant in experiments with PS beads
would be lower than those run with just DI water. Since this behavior is not shown, this
indicates that nucleation temperature is not a dominant factor in reaching quasi-steady
state. The enthalpy of fusion is the only other determining factor for the time constant, and
therefore it is most dominant. Since the time constants for DI water and DI water with PS
beads cannot be distinguished from each other, it is predicted that the enthalpy of fusion is
the same for those two specimens. This behavior, along with the predicted lower enthalpy
of fusion for bacteria, is further examined in Sec. 4.4.
4.4 Enthalpy of Fusion Calculation
Eq. (2.24) needs to be adapted to experimental results to calculate the enthalpy of fusion.
In Sec. 4.1 the curves that exhibited a sharp peak correspond to experiments in which
freezing occurred. The kf %7Tf term is approximated to be the power needed to createxX=6
a temperature gradient, also known as sensible heat, qsensible, without a phase change.
Therefore, in a non-freezing experiment, where hof = 0, the measured heat flux at any given
moment corresponds to this term.
In order to calculate the non-freezing term, 4sensible, for a given freezing experiment, a
close examination of the heating curves is needed. Freezing and non-freezing curves have
similar (and parallel) profiles until the freezing curve hits the nucleation point, as seen in
Figs. 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3. It is thus predicted that if a non-freezing curve is translated to
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Figure 4-11: A non-frozen curve (10 W) from Fig. 4-1 for DI water translated up 150 W/m 2
to overlay the frozen curve (14 W). The translated curve is approximated as the doensible
term in Eq. 4.1. The difference between the two curves is effectively the phase change
contribution to the heat flux, 7hf.
overlap the beginning of a freezing curve, the continuation of the non-freezing curve after
the freezing curve's nucleation point is qsensible.
The difference between the freezing curve and the translated non-freezing curve at any
instant after the sharp peak is therefore the phase change contribution to the heat flux,
nhf. An example of all this is seen in Fig. 4-11.
Eq. (2.24) assumes that the cross-sectional areas for both the cuvette and the heat flux
sensor is the same. In fact, this is not true, and the expression must be modified to take
this disparity into account. The mass flow rate will also be broken down in terms of results
from Sec. 4.3. The equation for enthalpy of fusion, in terms of the data is thus,
h{f = A qfs {meas -- sensible}, (4.1)pv Ac
where v is the solid-liquid interface velocity, 4, and Ahfs is the area of the heat flux sensor.
The result for DI water's enthalpy of fusion are shown in Fig. 4-12.
Fig. 4-12(a) shows increasing inconsistency with time. When the solid-liquid interface
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Figure 4-12: Plots for the enthalpy of fusion of DI Water, calculated using Eq. 4.1, over (a)
entire experimental time and (b) time restricted within corresponding error bounds of ±50
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Table 4.2: Average enthalpies of fusion yielded in all experiments.
Specimen Enthalpy of Fusion (kJ/kg)
DI Water 345.1 ± 15.6
DI Water with PS Beads 328.3 ± 31.2
DI Water with Pseudomonas syringae 199.1 ± 20.2
starts slowing down with time, it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish any motion of
the interface because the displacement data extraction process is limited by pixel resolution.
This error could be predicted based on a simple propagation of error analysis on Eq. 4.1.
The six independent terms give rise to six error propagation terms, however, the velocity
term,
&ZP, = A { meas - qsensible P (4.2)
where Pv is the measurement error associated with determining the interface velocity, clearly
dominates; the interface velocities are so small that the v2 term in the denominator of Eq.
4.2 amplifies the result, leaving the expected experimental error of enthalpy, Phsf to be
approximately,
Phs ( Ahcs {4meas - 4sensible) Pv. (4.3)
The error for the enthalpy of fusion for water is shown in Fig. 4-12(a). The data set falls
within the error bounds, meaning the results were within experimental expectation. Because
the increased inconsistency for the value of enthalpy is experimentally expected, it is valid
to limit the averaging to the beginning of the data, where less error is expected. In this case
the time range was cut off when the experimental error was greater than ±50 kJ/kg, which
yielded an enthalpy of fusion value of 345.1 kJ/kg with a standard deviation of 15.6 kJ/kg.
The same method used to determine the enthalpy of fusion for DI Water was also used
to calculate the enthalpies for DI Water with PS Beads and DI Water with bacteria; the
results are shown in Figs. 4-13 and 4-14 with the time scales already restricted to correspond
with the chosen experimental error of ±50 kJ/kg, and the aggregate results for the average
enthalpies for all three experiments are shown in Table 4.2.
Both the enthalpy of fusions for DI water and DI water with PS beads were within the
standard literature value of which is within the standard literature value of 333.6 kJ/kg.
The results for enthalpy of fusion in Table 4.2 need to be renormalized based on the mixing
theory established in Sec. 2.4.2 in order to discredit any significant contribution from mixing
on enthalpy. Under the good approximation that the density of PS beads and bacteria are
similar to water, making the mass fractions equal to the volumetric fraction seen in Table
3.2, water's enthalpy of fusion in the PS beads and bacteria experiments are 327.6 kJ/kg
and 198.7 kJ/kg respectively. The experiment with PS Beads still falls within the literature
value for the enthalpy of fusion for water, whereas the experiments with bacteria are still far
off the literature value for water. This shows that the drastic decrease in enthalpy of fusion
in the experiments with bacteria is not due to mixing.
The decrease in enthalpy of fusion for DI water with Pseudomonas syringae shows that
bacteria must be able to absorb heat, as the latent heat released that needs to be dissi-
pated is decreased with with decreasing enthalpy. This phenomenon should theoretically
be verified with the nucleation theory presented by applying the unchanged critical radius
in Eq. 2.11 to Eq. 2.17, thereby getting an expression for the Gibbs free energy difference
between the solid and liquid phases, Ag 8 !, which could then be used to solve for enthalpy
of fusion. The problem is that Agsf becomes a function of the nucleation Gibbs free en-
ergy, AGhetsphere, yielding an equation with two unknowns. If the nucleation Gibbs free
energy can be determined empirically, this would allow for calculation of enthalpy of fu-
sion, however, the time-scale resolution needed to study ice nucleation is out of the scope
of this project. Nonetheless the decreased enthalpy from bacteria is consistent with its cor-
responding interface data, as less latent heat is released to allow for equilibrium to reached
faster.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Validation of Models
The goal of this project was to stabilize a solid-liquid interface in order to create an isotherm
at the free surface using constant power drawn from a DC power supply, as exploiting the
thermodynamics of the isothermic solid-liquid interface in equilibrium could potentially be
more accurate, simple, and cost-effective than setting up a temperature control system.
Knowing that the heat dissipating performance of thermoelectrics decrease with lower tem-
peratures, Peltier devices were found to be a suitable thermal matching element, where the
heat dissipated by the Peltier device eventually reached steady-state in matching the heat
loss from the environment. Once steady-state heating was achieved, a solid-liquid interface
was stabilized, and the experiments ran with Pseudomonas syringae in particular proved to
reach steady-state much faster. The bacteria was able to help stabilize the interface faster
for most likely two reasons:
1. Since the degree of supercooling needed to nucleate ice is decreased with the bacteria,
freezing occurred with lower input power, meaning the initial heat dissipating power
from the Peltier device is less, taking the process less time to reach the steady-state
heat loss.
2. Initial enthalpy of fusion results for the DI water with bacteria show that enthalpy
decreases, along with the height of the nucleation peaks. Since the magnitude of the
nucleation peaks decrease, the Peltier device tends toward steady-state faster since its
heat load after nucleation is less.
Since nucleate supercooling and enthalpy of fusion are found to decrease, this also implies
that energy can be saved during the whole freezing process. Industries that require freezing
could look into using the bacteria, as phase change processes are expensive in terms of both
money and energy.
5.2 Further Work and Improvements
5.2.1 Temperature Measurement and Modeling
The 1-D heat transfer model proposed in Sec. 2.2 was found to be an inaccurate approxi-
mation, as the steady-state conditions did not yield temperature curves based on constant
conduction as modeled. The inaccuracy of this model was also apparent in the temperature
readings. If the sidewalls were indeed adiabatic, the thermal resistance to the thermocou-
ples would be negligible, and the temperature readings would be much more accurate. In
addition to the inability to validate the steady-state temperature curves and to accurately
get thermocouple readings, the profile of the solid-liquid interface show a two-dimensional
heating problem. The curvature of interface suggests that since the thermal conductivity
of polycarbonate is less than that of water, the sidewalls are warmer than the fluid along
the cuvette height. To alleviate all these problems, a change in the model or experimental
apparatus can be made. The problem with the model could be addressed by dealing with the
freezing process as a two-dimensional heating problem. On the other hand, the experimental
apparatus can be changed by finding a cuvette material that is close to the conductivity of
water to eliminate the curvature in the solid-liquid interface. Furthermore, the outside of
the sidewalls can be insulated to eliminate heat loss, thereby also yielding more accurate
temperature measurements. These changes to the experimental apparatus allow for a better
physical representation of the 1-D heat transfer model presented.
Even if the cuvette was altered to eliminate the heat loss through the side walls there
will still be thermal resistance between the liquid and the thermocouple. Using an infrared
(IR) camera is perhaps a better non-invasive temperature measuring technique than using
thermocouples. In this case the cuvette would have to be made out of a material trans-
parent to the IR spectrum, such as silicon or sapphire. This would allow for temperature
measurements at the opaque liquid surface.
5.2.2 Heat Flux Measurement
During heat flux measurements, the cuvette's silicon substrate, approximately a similar size
to the heat flux sensor, acted as heat spreader to cover the area of the sensor. A better
conductor, such as copper, cut to the precise size could be used as a heat spreader. The
best alternative, however, would be to have a thin-walled cuvette interfaced with a highly
conductive substrate of the same size, and have the setup sit on a heat flux sensor of the
same size as well. This will ensure that the heat transferred from the fluid will be evenly
distributed onto the sensor. This also ensures that no ambient heat or other heat paths will
affect the measurement.
5.2.3 Solid-Liquid Interface Measurements
The current method of tracking the solid-liquid interface movement is by manually finding
the pixel corresponding to solid-liquid interface. This however creates unacceptable exper-
imental errors, as seen for instance in Fig. 4-12, especially when the interface slows down.
Higher resolution techniques could be developed to allow for a smaller spatial resolution
than the current approximate ±100 vm resolution. Automatic image processing techniques
would also be a viable idea, however, this requires a highly contrasting interface, which was
why this avenue was not pursued for the current experiment.
5.2.4 Latent Heat Measurements and Modeling
The suggestions made for improving heat flux and interface measurements will provide for
a precise method in validating the process used to measure enthalpy of fusion presented in
Sec. 4.4. In addition to improving the measuring techniques, the process should also be
validated using a Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC), which is standard in measuring
specific heat and properties of phase transition, such as enthalpy. Finally, the nucleation
theory presented in Sec. 2.3 should also be used to validate the value of enthalpy. Fur-
ther work could be done to calculate the Gibbs free energy of nucleation and calculate the
enthalpy of fusion as mentioned at the end of Sec. 4.4. This further work could require
the characterization of the nucleation process at extremely low time-scales to capture the
thermodynamic behavior during this process.
5.3 Concluding Remarks
The isothermal model developed can be used in situations that require an isothermal surface,
where if there is a constant heat surface (treated as dIoss at the top of cuvette in this exper-
iment), a Peltier device can be used as a heat matching element to stabilize a solid-liquid
interface somewhere between the Peltier device and the constant heat surface. The steady-
state behavior, coupled with the isothermal interface between the two surfaces, will in effect
create a isothermal free surface at the constant heat surface. While using this application, if
Pseudomonas syringae is used as a particulate in water, the solid-liquid interface will reach
steady-state faster with potentially less energy consumption, since supercooling and latent
heat of fusion is decreased.
Appendix A
Matlab Scripts
clear all
%Chooses the image directory
direc = uigetdir;
cd(direc);
pointsArray = [10 20]; %Pixel Startpoint
imageinterval=10; %Interval to grab pictures at
imagecount=360;
cameratimestep=5; %Time interval (sec) of each image
startCount = 1;
%Cycle through pictures at 'imageinterval' to grab pixel. Each pixel
%position is saved for the next image as to require pixel manipulation only
%in the y-direction.
for ii = 1:floor(imagecount/imageinterval)
currCount = num2str(startCount+imageinterval*(ii-1));
if (length(currCount) == 1)
currCount = strcat('000',currCount);
elseif (length(currCount) == 2)
currCount = strcat('00',currCount);
elseif (length(currCount) == 3)
currCount = strcat('O',currCount);
end
curFilename = ['image' num2str(currCount) '.jpg'];
pointsArray=GetPointInPictureV2(curFilename,pointsArray(1),pointsArray(2));
pointsMatrix(ii,:) = pointsArray;
time(ii,:)=imageinterval*cameratimestep*(ii-1);
clf;
end
OWN"- WON MONOW No#
%Gives a matrix of interface height over time (after running full loop)
yNormalized=-(pointsMatrix(:,2)-pointsMatrix(1,2));
dataNormalized=[time,yNormalized];
xlswrite('dataNormalized.xls',dataNormalized);
% This function takes a base filename and loads all the pics. For each
% picture when you click it stores the coordinates
X Adapted from code written by Eehern Wong
function pointsArray=GetPointInPictureV2(curFilename,xCorner,yCorner)
%xCorner and yCorner are handled through the main function
%'MainGetPointInPicture.m' through the for-loop.
fineAdjust = 1;
courseAdjust = 2;
imshow(curFilename,'InitialMagnification',43); %Make images bigger
curFileArray = imread(curFilename);
h = impoint(gca,xCorner,yCorner);
setColor(h,'r');
api = iptgetapi(h);
api.addNewPositionCallback(@(p) ...
title(sprintf('(X1.0f,X1.0f)',p(l),p(2))));
fcn = makeConstrainToRectFcn('impoint',...
get(gca,'XLim'),get(gca,'YLim'));
api.setDragConstraintFcn(fcn);
X Add UP/DN/LF/RT buttons to fine tune location
X -
hup = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton',...
'String','up','Position',[30,40,20,20],...
'Callback',{@upbuttonCallback,api,fineAdjust});
hdn = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton',...
'String','dn','Position',[30,0,20,20],...
'Callback', {downbuttonCallback,api,fineAdjust});
hlf = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton',...
'String','lf','Position',[10,20,20,20],...
'Callback',{@leftbuttonCallback,api,fineAdjust});
hrt = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton',...
'String','rt','Position',[50,20,20,20],...
'Callback',{@rightbuttonCallback,api,fineAdjust});
X Add UP/DN/LF/RT buttons to course tune location
hupC = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton', ...
'String','up','Position',[130,40,20,20],...
'Callback',{@upbuttonCallback,api,courseAdjust});
hdnC = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton',...
'String','dn','Position',[130,0,20,20],...
'Callback',{@downbuttonCallback,api,courseAdjust});
hlfC = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton',...
'String','lf','Position',[110,20,20,20],...
'Callback',{@leftbuttonCallback,api,courseAdjust});
hrtC = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton',...
'String','rt','Position',[150,20,20,20], ...
'Callback',{@rightbuttonCallback,api,courseAdjust});
pause;
pointsArray = api.getPositiono;
end
function upbuttonCallback(source,eventdata,api,fineAdjust)
api.setPosition(api.getPositiono+[0 -1]*fineAdjust);
end
function downbuttonCallback(source,eventdata,api,fineAdjust)
api.setPosition(api.getPosition(+[0 1]*fineAdjust);
end
function leftbuttonCallback(source,eventdata,api,fineAdjust)
api.setPosition(api.getPositiono+[-1 0]*fineAdjust);
end
function rightbuttonCallback(source,eventdata,api,fineAdjust)
api.setPosition(api.getPositiono+[1 0]*fineAdjust);
end
.... .......
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